Stand Out!

SPRING SING 2023
April 6-8 | Benson Auditorium
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Why fit in when you were born to stand out?
- Dr. Seuss

I’m not sure I ever fit in anywhere. I try to be kind to everyone. I seek to serve my profession and my passion. People tell me it’s not marketable. They tell me it is too hard. But here I am, 45 years into a career that does not conform to the norms, practicing my faith and my art and teaching others that it is noble and right to pursue your dreams. And here you are, sitting in the audience, cheering on the performances and artistic work of our students and contributing to their service.

The ability to stand out is a Christian characteristic. We should be known for our love for others. We should be identified by our integrity. We should be inspired by a higher purpose. The glory we seek is not our own. And that glory to God can be found onstage just as it is found in a lab. It can be found in a painting just as it is found in an algorithm. It can be found writing a coda just as it is found writing a program code. It can and must be found in every avenue of life. After all, we are called to go into all the world.

Spring Sing 2023 celebrates the ability to Stand Out from the crowd. The students of Harding University never cease to amaze me and capture my heart. They are unique. Their experiences are shaping them to be people who love, trust and inspire others. Why would we ever want them to conform to the world’s view of life? Let’s Stand Out! Welcome to Spring Sing 2023.

Director
Keller Montgomery  
Classification: Senior  
Major: Theatre  
Social Club: ROME  
Hometown: Nashville, Tennessee  
Parents: Kevin and Trina Montgomery  


Favorite moments at Harding: “My favorite moments are the times I get to be in the cast of a production with my friends, especially “The Play That Goes Wrong” as part of Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre and hosting Spring Sing 2022. I hope that this year’s Spring Sing can be another special moment I can cherish!”

Asher Patten  
Classification: Senior  
Major: Acting  
Social Club: Theta  
Hometown: Searcy, Arkansas  
Parents: Todd and Felicia Patten  


Favorite moments at Harding: Some of my favorite moments have been singing with the Chorus and Chamber Singers.
Meg Sinha
Classification: Senior
Major: Integrated Marketing Communication
Social Club: Ju Go Ju and queen for Sub T-16
Hometown: Little Rock, Arkansas
Parents: Lauren and Robert Dunaway

Other Harding shows: Spring Sing 2021 and 2022

Favorite Harding moment: “My favorite moments at Harding have included meeting people from all walks of life and getting to engage in meaningful conversations. Whether it was the people I traveled with while studying abroad in Florence, members of my social clubs I chat with over coffee or friends I met through Spring Sing, my time at Harding has been full of sweet friendships.”

Morgan Wrigley
Classification: Senior
Major: Multimedia Journalism
Social Club: Zeta Rho
Hometown: Blanchard, Oklahoma
Parents: Scott and Wendy Wrigley


Favorite Harding moment: “Many of my most treasured memories come from opportunities to have amazing experiences all around the world with some of my best friends and favorite professors. My time studying abroad at HUF in Summer 2021, traveling with the communication department to New York City to cover the 20th anniversary of 9/11, and the communication department trip to New York City in January 2022 were some of the most impactful, special and unforgettable times of my Harding experience.”
Hayden Bailey
Ben Bingham
Belle Bridges
Hailey Britt
Matthew Floyd
Audra Graves
Kadyn Harris
Jaclyn Hood
Ethan Kille
Emma McDaris
Kaylee McKinney

Joshua Mellor
Emma Myhan
Camille Overman
Magdalene Pruitt
Jackson Samuel
Eli Smith
Kaylee Stickels
Dawson Teague
Jackson Trahant
McKenna Watts
Saxophone
Jackson Price – alto
Dr. J. Warren Casey – alto/clarinet
Matt Wells – tenor
Sergei Codara – tenor
Caleb Rickett – baritone

Trumpet
Corbin Henson
Josh Taylor
Nora Roberts
Caleb Martin
Noah Overton

Trombone
Micah Clark
Andrew Williams
Peyton Rauch
Jayden Dees (tuba)

Rhythm
Cameron Maupin – drums
Natalie Mooney – piano
Jake Mooney – guitar
Collin McCook – bass
Mike Williams’ Day Off
Delta Nu & friends

★ Club Directors ★

Leah Smith
Amelia Kretzer
When college student Mike Williams finds himself in desperate need of a break, he decides to play sick and cut class to have fun with his friends instead. Throughout the day their escapades take them from a jazzercise class to the roller rink and a charity race — spreading joy everywhere they go. Despite facing opposition for breaking the rules, in the end Mike unites the student body by reminding everyone of the importance of taking a day off and living in the moment.

CAST

Aldrin Wilson
Alex Hall
Allison Rose
Alyssa Dodson
Amelia Kretzer – D, CH, CO, G, VD
Anna Claire Williams
Blake Dale
Brittany LeGrande
Caden Mathews
Carly Swenson
Carmen Crisler
Caroline Slater
Cassidy Park
Cassie English
Claire Cunningham
Conner White
Darcy Ritchie
Ella Bortell
Em Smith
Emma Savage
Emma Weber
EmmaMae Cravy

Gabriella Fields
Haley Simmons
Hannah Holcomb
Helen Strickland – CON
Isaac Ashton
Jackson Keller
Jacob Branson
Jareli Medina
Jiana Manglicmot – F
Karson Graves – F
Kessler Baker
Kimberly Martin
Kyleigh Wheaton
Lainey Turner
Laney Campbell
Leah Smith – D, CH, CO, L, VD
Loren Waller
Magdalene Pruitt
Maia Bennett – CON
Miah Thompson – F, VD
Michael Wester
Nathan Arnold
Randi Tubbs – CON

Sabrina Sanchez
Sammy Marshall
Seth Campbell – F
Stacy Roibal
Tyler Bradley – F

Special thanks to Tommy Ghent, David Robison, Steve Frye, Cassie Bennett, Emily Hutcheson and all the other coordinators who have made Spring Sing 2023 possible!

Performing for
Child Safety Center of White County
Gamma Sigma Phi, Pi Theta Phi, Theta & friends

★ Club Directors ★

Austin Taylor
Jacob Weatherford
James Stone
Reese Dodd
Tressie Chapman
Violet Brenham
Tired of your everyday 9 to 5? Join us in the 1950s to watch these steel factory workers follow their dreams to make it big on Broadway! Will they nail their audition or throw away their shot?

CAST

Abbey Hackett – CON, VT
Abbey Williams
Abby Christison
Adam Brigance – VT
Adeline Strong
Alaina Thomas
Alejandro Vargas
Alison Jones
Alli Wood
Amelia Slater
Amy Reiser
Ansley Hughes
Ansley Strong
Asa Clay – G
Ashlyn Elmore – VT
Atheya Mcbride
Austin Taylor – CH, CO, D, L, M, P, S
Avery Smith
Bailey Hudgens
Bailey Olive – VT
Bailey Sosebee
Ben Green – VT
Benjamin Shappard – VT
Blake Benkel
Brecken Joice
Brett Bell – VT
Bryce Guptill
Caleb Young
Callie Freeze
Camdyn Joice
Cameron Hembree
Caroline Taylor – VT
Carson Simmons – VT
Carter Thweatt – F

Charles Cooper
Charlotte Roos
Chloe Baumgardner – VT
Chris Beller
Conley Owen
Cooper Moore
Daicy Martinez
David Cary
Dawson Matthews
Ella Fuller
Ella Smith
Emma Coomes
Emma Thompson – VT
Eric Rice
Erin Pfalser – F, VT
Eryn Hayner
Ethan Conn – VT
Eva Rogers
Evalie Janes – VT
Evelina Thornhill – VT
Evelyn Filleman
Faith Cox
Gabby Falkowska – VT
Grace Lamb – VT
Gracie Eaves
Gracie Foster
Grayson Hume
Hallie Butterfield
Hannah Gabbard – VT
Hannah Pickering – VT
Hector Tabora
Ian Qualls
Isaac Bunner
Jabin Huff
Jackson Pschierer
Jackson Tracht – VT
Jaclyn Hood – CH, CON

Jacob Weatherford – CH, D, L, P, S
Jakin Mashburn – VT
James Heiman – VT
James Stone – D, L, T
Jamie Payne
Jax Ward – VT
Jellybean Curi
Jessica Heater
John Gamble – VT
Kailey Daniel – VT
Kaler Fortner – VT
Katie Walling
Kristie Bonham – VT
Landon Ramer – VT
Laney Bell
Leah Egli
Liliana Derr – VT
Lloyd Stenglein
Luke Bensinger – F, VT
Luke Rosenbaum – VT
Macey Worrell – VT
Macie Firkins – VT
Major Smith
Mallory Gowen – VT
Mary Frances Burch
Maura West
Max DeLoach
McKensley Davis
McKenzie Thornton
Meghan Denny – VT
Meredith Godwin
Micah Rimer
Molly Wilson
Natalie Denham – CON
Noah Haileab

Olivia Berry
Preston Spiegel
Preston Weaver
Rachel Gaharan
Rhee Gandy
Reese Dodd – D, L, M, VT
Rhone McEndree
Russell Leach – VT
Ruth Rose
Ryan Fox – VT
Sam Yager
Savanna LaBiche
Shaelyn Woody
Shelby Ensminger
Skylar Roley
Sydney Sprawls
Tanner Galyan
T.J. Rivers
Trent Schmeling – VT
Tressie Chapman – CO, D, L, VT
Ty Bates
Tyler Davis
Violet Brethman – CH, D, L, P, S
Vivian Tefertiller – VT
Whitney Bailey
Will Fry – F, VT
Zachary Denny

THANKS

Special thanks to Steve, Emily, Cassie, the Spring Sing crew and our amazing cast!

Performing for Sparrow’s Promise
Delta Gamma Rho, Omega Phi, Phi Kappa Delta & friends

★ Club Directors ★

Aubrey Jones
Kylie James
Liz Thornhill
Evan Carter
In a world stuck in black and white, one lucky contest winner will enter the world’s first ever Living Art Museum. Join this one-of-a-kind adventure filled with vivid masterpieces and rock solid fun as our winner learns that everyone has the ability to create color in the world.

CAST

Abby Martin
Addison Smedley
Aja Von Luckner – VT
Alex Kowiti
Alexandra Wright
Alexis Gentry
Alli Stroud – VT
Alyson Voight
Ameleah Brauer
Analeaha Dunaway
Andres Chavez
Anna Grace Haley – VT
Ashlyn Derr
Ashlyn Farris
Aubrey Jones – D, VD, M, L, CO, P, S, T, VT
Audrey Holzbach
Avery Edison
Avery Neal
Avery Nicks
Aya Giggelman
Bailey Hammond
Bailey Knappier – VT
Bailey Mundy
Bayli Nash
Belicia Parker
Ben Sanzone
Billee Young
Bonnie Jackson
Brittany Birmingham – VT
Brooke Barker
Cambrey Reitnair
Camdyn Williams
Camille Smith
Cassell Stewart
Cassidy Waters
Chase Damian – VT
Cheyenne Paine
Chloe Schilffka
Colby Covalt
Colin Cameron
Cooper Fitch – VT
Corban Cherry – VT
David Williamson
Declan Cook – VT
Denver Mitchell
Duilio Rosciano
Eli Oliver
Eli Smith – CH
Elizabeth Thornhill – D,
CH, CO, P, S
Emilia Maxwell
Emma Hatfield
Emma Kate Horton
Emma Kate Scott – F, VT
Emma McDaniel – D, CH,
CO, P, S, L
Eva Malsam
Evan Carter – D, CO, P,
S, T, VT
Evelina Thornhill – VT
Evie Roberson – VT
Garret Gill
Gillian Campos
Grace Hixon – VT
Gracelyn Caplener – F,
VT
Gracen Osborne
Grant Johnson – VT
Hayden Langdon
Houston Hudgins
Isaac Sanzone
Jacob Craig – VT
James Phillips
Jeff Wells
Jonathan Hodge – G
J.T. Watford – VT
Julia Adair
Julia Arnett
Kale Johnston
Kalea Valentin
Kalista Roades
Kara Jonason
Kayla Melton
Kayla Peters – VT
Kent Cates
Kiersten Mahan
Kinsley Jones – VT
Kylie Hasz
Kylie James – D, VT, M,
VT, CO, L, P
Lainie Gentry
Lauren McDuffie – VT
Lauryn McDonald
Leah Dewey – CH
Lianna Williams
Lilliana Smith
Lily Bendickson
Lindsay Hollis
Logan Burress
Lori Cosby
Luke Olree – VT
Luke Permenter
Lydia Radke
Macayla Dutilie
Macey Stewart
Macy Phillips
Madison Bell
Madison Luallen
Madison Wade
Maria Spear
Mario Mejia – VT
Marissa Andujio
Mary-Grace Karkau
Mason Smith – F, VT
Mattie Powers
Mattie Smith
Mauro Aquino – VT
McKenna Dorminey
Melody Brooks
Menolly Felzien
Miranda Kiffmeyer
Morgan Wilson
Naomi Thompson
Natalie Mooney – VT
Natalie Reneau
Nathan Lively – VT
Nic Hermann
Nicole Burnell
Noah Oppermann
Noah Traynham
Olivia Bell
Paige Simons
Rachel Deidiker – VT
Rachel Williams
Ragan Edison
Reagan Davis
Reagan Marks – VT
Reed Wilson
Ryan Foster – VT
Samuel Cheshir – VT
Sarah Audish
Sarah Bunker
Savannah Burks
Savannah Cook
Savannah McReynolds
Shayla Hall – VT
Sienna Patten – VT
Sophie Bain
Sophie Ramsey
Stella Jones – F, VT
Steve Whitwell
Steven Burdge
Tamson Smith-Gardner
Taylor Dodd
Taylor Fehr
Theo Westbrook – G
Thomas Williams
Ty Cooper
Tyler Schumacher
Val Nester
Warner Anderson – VT
Zavadiel Ramirez
Zavier Waggoner
Drew Liddle
Will Nixon
Tyler Windon
Josie Holman

Performing for Jacob’s Place
Blaze of Glory

TNT, Zeta Rho & friends

★ Club Directors ★

Luke Ziegler
Lillie Kate Thornton
Lisanne Cheatham
Hank Noblin
Stress about their final exams is smoldering among Fire Academy recruits and flares up as the newbies learn the veterans are retiring and passing them the torch. Are they ready? Is danger ahead or just boredom and false alarms? Will they be heroes or failures? Will they pass the real-life test and save the day?

CAST

Carly Slate
Caroline Cox
Carson Stewart – VT
Carter Thweatt – VT
Catherine Cox
Caton Adair – VT
Chandler Meadows
Christopher Hearn
Christopher Newman – VT
Claire Cullins – VT
Claire Lowe
Cole Christie
Connor Hankins
Darby Walker – VT
David Martinez – VT
David Underwood
Davis Cofer
Davis Coffey – VT
Delaney Glover – VT
Drake Bass
Drew Fowler
Dru Cash
Ella Duryea
Ella Wheeler
Elly Harper – VT
Emily Byrd – VT
Emily Hale – VT
Emily Stinnett – VT
Emma Bartch – VT
Emma Sansom – VT
Emmy Cabe – VT
Enслey Montgomery – VT
Everett Reichardt – VT
Foster Shipman – VT
Garrett Blankenship – VT
Grace Winfree – VT
Graham Thibodeaux
Grant Dale
Gray Lusk
Greyson Arnett
Hank Noblin – D, L, G, P, S, T, VT
Hannah Atkins
Hartley Carroll
Hayden Fulkerson
Haydn Coker
Holly Windon
Hunter Coker
Hunter Fulkerson
Ivy Henderson
Jake Nels – VT
James Glenn – VT
Janae Bradshaw – VT
Jayda Lynn
Jenna Coffey
Jenna Wesley
Joey Hobbie – VT
Jordan Hatman – VT
Joseph Adkins
Karagan Prine
Karley Cromwell
Kate Burton
Kate Rush
Kathleen Ogden
Katie Shanks – VT
Kelcy Hayes
Kendal Gibson – VT
Korban Butler – VT
Kristin James
Kyle Flatt
Lael Seats
Landon Wyatt
Lauren Cady
Leah Gray
Lillie Kate Thornton – D, CH, L, G, P, S, T
Lily Begin
Lindsay Walton
Lisanne Cheatham – D, CH, L, M, P, S, T, G
Logan Ieler
Lucy Rosser – VT
Luke Campbell
Lynley Eller – F
Mackenzie Flanagan – VT
Madidi Maples
Makenna Langdon – VT
Mallory Shelton
Marah Davis
Mason Burt
Max Guyer
Mckenzie Elliott
Melissa Jo Englant
Melody Stanley – VT
Michael Newman
Miles Burgess
Mollie Arnett
Molly Chunn – VT
Molly Cofer
Morgan Kirby
Morgan Little – VT
Natalie Comer
Nate Miller
Noah Hix
Olivia Brown
Olivia Scott – F
Peyton Breaux
Prady Martin – VT
Rachel Rossi
Rebecca Vassel
Ryan Hill
Ryan Lynn
Samuel Gooch
Scarlett Davis – VT
Shealyn Wade
Silas Sheahen
Sterling Pruitt – VT
Toby Watson – VT
Tucker Barth
Tucker Steed – VT
Ty Frost – VT
Veronica Allmon – VT
Watkins Kelly – VT
Will Ashmore
Wyatt Maples
Zane Dulin – VT
Zoey Donels

THANKS

Tommy Ghent and Emily Whitehorn

Performing for

The American Red Cross
“Stand Out!”
Hosts, Hostesses, Ensemble & Jazz Band
Written by Patrick Deremer and Roy Freeland
Arranged by Devin Daniel

Mike Williams’ Day Off
Delta Nu & friends

“If I Ruled the World”
Keller Montgomery
Lyrics by Leslie Bricusse, Music by Cyril Ornadel
Arranged by J. Warren Casey

Steeling the Show
Gamma Sigma Phi, Pi Theta Phi, Theta & friends

“More Life”
Hosts, Hostesses & Jazz Band
Music & Lyrics by Jeff Bowen
Arranged by Joshua Moses

Living Color
Delta Gamma Rho, Omega Phi, Phi Kappa Delta & friends

“Strange Thunder”
Meg Sinha
Music and Lyrics by Shoshana Bean
Arranged by Andrew Cook and Corbin Henson

Blaze of Glory
TNT, Zeta Rho & friends

“What Is Hip?”
Jazz Band
by Stephen Kupka, Emilio Castillo and David Garabaldi;
Arranged by Mike Tomaro

King of New York
Hosts, Hostesses, Ensemble & Jazz Band
Music by Alan Menken, Lyrics by Jack Feldman
Arranged by Tommy Ghent

Intermission
“Another Day of Sun”
Hosts, Hostesses, Ensemble & Jazz Band
Composed by Justin Hurwitz, Lyrics by Benj Pasek & Justin Paul
Arranged by J. Warren Casey

Time Traveler
ROME, Iota Chi, Shantih & friends

“Not For the Life of Me”
Morgan Wrigley
Music by Jeanine Tesori, Lyrics by Dick Scanlan
Arranged by J. Warren Casey

The Little Planet That Could
Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina, Sigma Phi Mu, Chi Omega Pi & friends

“Hold Your Head Up High”
Asher Patten
Original Music & Lyrics by Asher Patten
Arranged by Joshua Moses

S.O.S.! Save Our Shack!
Ju Go Ju, Ko Jo Kai, Sub-T 16, Titans & friends

“United We Stand”
Hosts, Hostesses & Jazz Band
Composed by Tony Hiller & Peter Simons
Arranged by J. Warren Casey

“High Speed Pursuit”
Jazz Band
by Daniel Moore

“Don’t Stop Us Now”
Hosts, Hostesses, Ensemble & Jazz Band
(Don’t Stop Me Now) Music and Lyrics by Freddie Mercury
Arranged by Andrew Cook, Corbin Henson and Jimmy Brooks

Awards Presentation
Saturday night
ROME, Iota Chi, Shantih & friends

★ Club Directors ★

Elizabeth Dillard
Piper Witcher
Logan Hoffner
Anna Caldwell falls asleep listening to music on her computer like any other teen. The music turns her dreams into a time-traveling experience, and she visits the '40s, '60s and '80s trying to find the perfect time for her. Then a computer crash changes her dream into a nightmare and pulls her back to reality. Maybe this is where she needed to be all along.

Performing for
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina, Sigma Phi Mu, Chi Omega Pi & friends

★ Club Directors ★

Hannah Logsdon
Merek Hailey
Addy Ouimet
Maddie Rudd
In 2006, Pluto was told she was a dwarf planet. For more than a decade, she has been looking for the chance to earn back her full planet status. Now, as meteors plummet toward Neptune, who has never liked her, Pluto has her chance. Join Pluto as she regains her rightful place in the Milky Way.

CAST

Abby Furby – F, VT
Abby Watrous – VT
Abigail Schliffka – VT
Addy McClendon – VT
Addy Ouimet – D, CO
Andrew Smith – VT
Anna Wright – F, VT
Ashley Daughety – VT
Ashley Holcomb – VT
Benjamin Owens – VT
Bethany Coler – VT
Claire Noel – VT
Collin McCook – L, M
Connor Shiflet – VT
Dalton Lahr – F, VT
Daniel Wolfe – G
Elaina Stephens – VT
Elizabeth Wagner – VT
Emily Ericson – VT
Emilyn Noel – VT
Erin Judd – VT
Erin Marshall – VT
Ethan Weldon – VT
Evelynn Foster – VT
Faith Schmeling – VT
Gilley Stilley – VT
Grace Stevens – VT
Gracen Thurman – VT
Hailey Britt – F, VT
Hannah Cimuchowski – VT
Hannah Logsdon – D, CH, L, M, P, T, VD
Hannah Wright – VT
Hayley Waller – VT
Isaiah Phelps – VT
Jeanette Smith – VT
Jenna Gaessler – VT
Jonathan Brazell – VT
Josh Mellor – F, VT
Kaitlin Scheirer – VT
Katherine Hewett – VT
Kobi Walker – VT
Kyndal Jones – VT
Luke Smith – VT
Maddie Rudd – D, CH, P, S, T
Mallory Faith – VT
Marissa Bennett – VT
McKenna Watts – F, VT
Merek Hailey – F, VT
Molly Housdan – VT
Nick Emlaw – VT
Priscilla Grace Huff – VT
Rachel Deidiker – F, VT
Rachel Emlaw – VT
Susie Green – F, VT

THANKS

Special thanks to Dr. Frye, Mrs. Hutcheson and Tommy Ghent for all of the help and support they’ve given our show. We also want to thank all the friends who offered hugs, kind words and prayers for this production.

Performing for Special Olympics
Ju Go Ju, Ko Jo Kai, Sub T-16, Titans & friends

★ Club Directors ★

Brenley Colbert  Mollie Jarnagin  Addie Lawyer  Halle Parker
Zach Worrell  Alex Gaw  Jon Francis
It’s the classic rivalry between bikers and surfers as they fight over the best hangout spot in town — The Shack! What they don’t know is that Mr. Walton — Sam Walton that is — has something else in mind for that property. Will the bikers and surfers be able to save The Shack from Mr. Walton’s big business plans, or will their rivalry stand in their way?

CAST

Aaron Snow – VT
Abby Davidson
Abi Stone VT
Addie Lawyer – D,G,VT,L,P,CO,CH
Addie McDonald
Alayna Griffith CO
Alex Gaw – D,G,VT
Ally Hodges
Andrew Shelton
Anica Paic
Aniya Quattlebaum
Ashlyn Buchanan – VT
Audra Bradley
Ava Lewis
Avery Caroline Neely
Avery Newsom
Barbara White
Brady Kraner – VT
Bree Williams
Brenen Colbert – D,G,VT,L,P,CO,CH
Brenna Fuller
Brittan Harlow
Brooklyn Haye
Bryrne Bell
Caden Fulk
Caitlin Hardy
Caleb Cowley – VT
Carson Bullard – G
Chloe Campbell
Claire Faulkner
Claire Forrester
Claudette Runk
Corinne Scott – VT
Denim Lee
Eli Moore
Eli Wallis
Elizabeth Brown – VT
Ellery Gardner
Ellie Cartwright
Ellie Fantauzzo – VT
Ellie Shoaf – VT
Emily Banks – CO
Emily Etzig
Emily Horton
Emma Brantley
Emma Matherly
Emma Nelson
Emma Roach
Emmy Cabe – VT
Emory Rhoten
Grayson Thomas
Hailey Barger
Halle Parker – D,VD
Hannah Jones
Hannah Vaughn
Heath Kuykendall
Hunter Paul
Isabelle Dees
Jackson Byrd – VT
Jackson Morse
Jaden Keller – VT,F
Jake Baxley – VT
Jake Jenkins
Jake McCain
Jaydn Sewell – JD
Jon Francis – D,VD
Julia Lewis
Kaleigh Kittinger
Kara Johnston – VT
Karlie Hite – VT
Karlie Tenery
Kate Mulins
Katelyn Lanman
Kayla Harper
Kaylie Dyniewski
Kealan Waldron – VT
Kendra Gavin
Kylee Colon
Lena Dallas
Lex Dismang

Lily Bridges
Luke Martin – VT
Lydia Longley – VT
Macie Tomlinson
Mackenzie Prater – VT
Maddux Lambert
Maddy Potter
Madison Cole
Madison Rhodes
Maggie Cate Bray
Maggie Haynes – CO
Marissa Andujo
Maya Daniel
McKinley Tebeest
Megan Prater – VT
Michael Self
Miller Bennett
Mollie Jarnagin – D,CH,VT,CO
Morgen Puryear – VT
Nash Buckner – VT
Natalie Garret
Nolan Ray – VT,F
Rachel Story
Reed Wallace – VT
Reese Brimer
Reese Brown
Reese Shepard
Reid Jones
Riley Shepard
Ross Barrett – VT
Rylie Griggs
Sarah Sutton
Scarlett Falconer
Shelby Stratton
Stewart Farley – VT
Taylor Nixon
Wesley Lamberson
Zach O’Day
Zach Worrell – D

THANKS

Special thanks to Tommy Ghent for all of his help with our music and leading singing rehearsals!

Performing for Sunshine School
This year, each club show was given an opportunity to earn points toward the overall score by doing a service project for their chosen charity. Every club participated!
Special Thanks

AudioWorks
Mark Prior
Marcus Barnett
Club Sponsors
Crown Entertainment
Joanna Crisco
Matthew Frye
Media Center
Logan Light
Jeff Montgomery
Jeff Morgan
Office of University Communications and Marketing
Provost Office
Stephen Martin
Physical Resources Department
To give audience members an idea of what the judges are looking for in club shows, below are some of the criteria judges consider when making decisions.

**STAGING**
- Focused appropriately
- Use of levels
- Characters identified by movements and facial expressions
- Variety of formations
- Clean execution of movement
- Use of stage
- Vitality and energy in choreography

**VISUAL**
- Costumes that identify characters
- Costumes that create interest
- Finished detail
- Costumes that enhance the theme
- Color selection
- Required footwear appropriate
- Hair and makeup design
- Graphics/props to support theme

**MUSIC**
- Variation in style
- Good diction
- Vitality and energy in voices
- Character voices as needed
- Harmonic structure
- Dynamic contrasts
- Clever use of parody
- Vocal techniques and proper pitch
- Seamless transitions
- Storytelling lyrics

**OTHER**
- Entertainment value
- Use of humor
- Shows are not required or judged on their fit to the Spring Sing theme
- An additional 150 points may be earned by the clubs for meeting deadlines in production planning
VISUALS

Jennifer Davis
Jennifer Davis graduated in 2010 with a bachelor’s degree in public relations. She also holds a master’s degree in higher education administration and a doctorate in adult education, both from Auburn University. She currently lives in Nashville, Tennessee. She has practiced many forms of dance, participated in musicals and served on church praise teams. She was a club show participant in Spring Sing 2007 with Chi Kappa Rho, Kappa Gamma Epsilon and Shantih.

Sydney Marie Adams
Sydney Marie Adams currently serves as the game care regional coordinator for The Escape Game Headquarters in Nashville, Tennessee, where she trains team members at more than 30 stores. She graduated from Harding in Fall 2019 with a bachelor’s degree in theatre, focusing on sets and directing. She was a club show participant in Spring Sing 2017 and worked behind the scenes as a crew member.

Karen “KJ” Alford
Karen Alford has been a mural and portrait artist for more than 25 years and also served as the scenic artist for the Magenta Theatre Co. in Vancouver, British Columbia. She enjoys acting in Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre, classes, various plays and improv theatre. She currently works as a Paramedical Tattoo Artist and Oncology Esthetician at Artistic Permanent Cosmetics & Restoration and is an oncology-trained esthetician.

MUSIC

Emily Eads
Emily Eads holds a bachelor’s degree in vocal music education from Harding and a master’s degree in vocal performance from the University of Mississippi. She currently works as an administrative assistant in the Cannon-Clary College of Education and as a voice and piano instructor for Searcy Community School of Music. At Harding, she was a member of Chorus and Chamber Singers. She performed with the University of Mississippi and Red River Lyric Opera and taught elementary music in the Houston area. She also sang with the Houston Symphony Chorus, including singing backup for Andrea Bocelli in 2019.

Rochelle Rose Waddill
Rochelle Waddill graduated from Harding in 1998 with a bachelor’s degree in music and earned a master’s degree in music from the University of Houston in 2002. She currently serves as director of the Office of Graduate Studies and is an MBA candidate with expected completion August 2023. She performed 13 years with Houston Grand Opera and taught private voice lessons and choral groups. At Harding, she was a member of Concert Choir and Good News Singers. She was a club show participant with Zeta Rho in Spring Sing 1995 and was a hostess in 1996 and 1997.
Aaron Young graduated in 2017 with a bachelor’s degree in marketing. He currently works as a senior category advisor to Walmart-Procter & Gamble and is a tenor in the Symphony of Northwest Arkansas as well as participating in community theatre. At Harding, he was a member of Chorus, Chamber Singers and Good News Singers. No stranger to Spring Sing, he was a club show participant and ensemble vocalist in 2014, a club show director in 2015, a host in 2016 and an ensemble member in 2017.

STAGING

Tyler Adams graduated in Fall 2019 with a bachelor’s degree in theatre. He currently works at Greenhouse Ministries in Murfreesboro, Tennessee. At Harding, he was a Spring Sing club show participant and ensemble member and worked with production and crew. His most recent performance was as Robert in the Broadway World Award-winning production of “The Play that Goes Wrong” with Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre in 2022.

Jas Dysmas graduated in 2019 with a bachelor’s degree in theatre and also holds a master’s degree in arts management from Claremont Graduate University. She currently serves as theatre and forensic speech teacher and Troupe 6192 director at Harding Academy. She previously worked as an intern at Ozark Actors Theatre in Rolla, Missouri, and East West Players in Los Angeles. At Harding, she was a Spring Sing club show participant and director and also worked backstage and as a follow spot operator.

Morris R. Ellis was a member of the theatre faculty from 1972-2013 and worked as scenic designer/tech director and staging director. Morris also was involved in starting Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre and served as adjudicator at Arkansas Thespians for 20 years. Morris holds a bachelor’s degree in accounting from Harding, a master’s degree in theatre and public address from Stephen F. Austin State University and a doctorate in fine arts from Texas Tech University.

And on a personal note from the Harding Theatre Department – we would not be able to give you the beautiful gowns, stunning sets and special effects, and energetic dance numbers you are seeing on stage today if it were not for the hard work that Dr. Morris Ellis put into building up our Theatre program. Lifelong friendships, connections, and memories are made each year as a result of Spring Sing. Please take the time this weekend to reach out to a teacher or mentor who has stood out and made an impact on your life.
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Welcome to Spring Sing 2023!

Future Bisons, alumni, parents and students, we are honored to have you on campus to celebrate a special Harding tradition — Spring Sing! For nearly 50 years, our highly talented students have planned, practiced and performed in friendly competition to support causes that are close to their hearts. It is that intersection of talent and passion that leads us all to our inspired purpose.

These students are inspired by faculty, staff, club sponsors and each other to live lives of significance that are intimately engaged in service to others. These influencers are making a difference on stage tonight, in the classroom next week and in all the world very soon. Sharing in their lives is always a blessing, and I’m so glad you get to experience that blessing this weekend.

I invite you to take your seat and enjoy the show!

Dr. Mike Williams
President, Harding University

COME BACK for HOMECOMING!

Nov. 3-4, 2023
You Can't Take It With You
June 15-18, 22-24 and 29-July 1

The story centers on a conflict between two families with drastically different outlooks on life, the Sycamores and the Kirbys. Their fates become entwined when the oldest Kirby son falls in love with the Sycamore daughter. The play ultimately shows audiences the importance of living to the fullest and remembering what is actually important in life.

The Marvelous Wonderettes!
July 20-23, 27-29 and Aug. 3-5

This smash Off-Broadway hit takes you to the 1958 Springfield High School prom, where we meet Betty Jean, Cindy Lou, Missy and Suzy: four girls with hopes and dreams as big as their crinoline skirts! As we learn about their lives and loves, the girls serenade us with classic '50s hits including “Mr. Sandman,” “Dream Lover” and “Stupid Cupid.” In Act II, the Wonderettes reunite to take the stage and perform at their ten-year reunion. We learn about the highs and lows the girls have experienced in the past decade and are charmed to find that no matter what life throws their way, they will conquer it together.